The specimens marked (*) were of Japanese manufacture; the first four being potash lime glass, and the last soda lime glass. The other test-tubes were supplied from England, and were probably German white glass.
the fact that a perfectly satisfactory theory has been developed, and recognised as such by all inquirers. The ambiguous allusion to the subject in Sir John Lubbock's presidential address to the British Association is an evidence that such certainty has not been attained. It is, indeed, generally supposed that the fact of the meltingpoint of ice being lowered by pressure is somehow at the root of the matter; but a full explanation of the origin of this pressure in the case of glaciers, and of the mechanical features of the problem, has yet to be given. I may, therefore, be pardoned if I draw attention to a different solution, proposed not by myself but by one of the greatest of English mechanicians. My apology for doing so is that I approach the question as an engineer, not as a physicist; and that it is in its essence, as will be shown immediately, a mechanical rather than a physical problem.
The following are leading facts of glacier-motion which must be accounted for by any valid theory on the subject:
(1.) The phenomena of the movement of a glacier are simply those of a solid body in a state of flow.
(2.) The present glaciers of Switzerland or Norway, which are the only ones which have been critically examined, are mere shrunken fragments of the glaciers of the Great Ice Age. To take one instance, the present glacier of the Rhone is about 6 miles long and perhaps 500 feet deep ; but the old glacier of the Rhone, which abutted against the Jura, was 120 miles long and must have been 2,000 to 3,000 feet deep. The movement of such glaciers as this must also be accounted . for in any satisfactory theory.
(3.) The glaciers of the present day are not confined to the tempe rate region; they are found in much larger numbers and of much greater size in the Arctic regions.
(4.) Both in the temperate and in the Arctic regions glaciers move in winter as well as in summer, and by night as well as by day.
That a glacier is in a state of flow was first proved by Forbes, and has since been confirmed by the measurements of Tyndall and others. Whilst the whole mass moves downwards, the top moves faster than the bottom and the sides than the middle; the upper layers must therefore be continually shearing over the lower, and the medial over the lateral. A glacier, being a body in a state of flow, must move under the influence of forces powerful enough to overcome its resis tance, and so produce this condition.
The general phenomena of the motion of a glacier are exactly reproduced when a viscous body moves through a channel under the influence of its own weight. We have, therefore, to enquire whether the shearing resistance of ice is sufficiently low to enable us to regard a glacier as a viscous mass.
The only experiments known to me on the shearing resistance of the Causes o f Glacier-Motion.
ice, are those of Moseley (" Phil. Mag.," January, 1870). He fouadl that with pressures from 100 to 110 lbs. per square inch, cylinders of ice sheared slowly across the two planes in contact, sliding over each other without losing continuity. The distance sheared through was about £ inch in half an hour. A load of 119 lbs. per square inch was sufficient to shear through a cylinder of 1£ inches in diameter in two to three minutes. From these experiments it would appear that the lowest shearing stress which will cause ice to flow is about 100 lbs. per square inch; but sufficient time was not allowed in the experi ments to make this a matter of certainty. There is another way in which the shearing resistance of ice may be tested. In the case of a block of ice of vertical sides, gravity of course produces a shearing resistance along all planes passing through the base. Let h be the height of such a block in feet, and consider the shearing force due to gravity on any square foot of a plane making an angle 0 with the vertical. This shearing force is given by-
This expression is a maximum when 6 =45°, and its value is then-
What is the greatest height at which a vertical cliff of ice will stand ? I am not able to state this precisely, but it is very consider able: Mr. Whymper mentions crevasses in South America 300 feet deep. Cliffs of fully that height have been seen standing out of water in the case of icebergs, and as so small a part of an iceberg projects above water, these cliffs probably extend below to a considerable depth. Taking, however, only 300 feet for the value of h, or for the maximum height of an ice cliff, this would give about 30 lbs. per square inch as the lowest shearing force upon a plane of ice which would cause it to assume the condition of flow.
Let us now suppose a glacier of thickness a, lying upon a slope whose inclination to the horizontal is /3: then the force per square foot, tending to shear the ice at its junction with the slope, is clearly aw sin /3. Supposing sin /3 to equal £, and that the shearing resistance is 30 lbs. per square inch, we get a -about 290. Hence we may say that a glacier lying on a slope of 1 in 4 will not move at all under its own weight, unless it be at least 300 feet thick, and that if it be more than this, the upper 300 feet will move as one solid mass, the part below alone representing the conditions of flow.
It is needless to say that there are hundreds of glaciers which are ess than 300 feet thick, and -which at no part of their course have a dope anything approaching 1 in 4.
We have now to show that the theories generally propounded for glacier action are all of them negatived by some of the foregoing con siderations. These theories may be stated as follows :-(1.) The glacier simply slides over its bed as a solid body. This is negatived by the fact that some parts move faster than others.
(2.) The glacier flows under the action o f. its own weight, exactly as a viscous body flows. This is the theory of Forbes. It is dis-> proved by the facts given above, which show that even on a slope of si in 4 a glacier would not flow unless it was at least 300 feet thick.
(3.) The glacier moves by the crushing of its base. This has been disproved by Moseley's experiments, which showed that the crushing resistance of ice was considerably higher than the shearing resistance.
(4.) The glacier moves by the melting of its base. This is the theory of Hopkins. H e placed a block of ice at 32° F. on a slab at a small angle, and found that it slowly descended as it melted. On this ■view the bottom of the glacier must always be in a m elting state. But glaciers are of all sizes and thicknesses, and they move in winter as well as summer. Bessels ( " Die Amerikanische 1ST ordpol Expedition," p. 398) measured the motion of an Arctic glacier (not apparently very thick), in the month of April, which is just when the winter cold would have sunk deepest, and found it considerable. Again in the " Zeitschrift des deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft," vol. 33, p. 693, is an account of measurements of a Greenland glacier, both in winter and summer, which show that the motion in winter is only 20 per cent, less than in summer. It has been suggested to (me that the interior heat of the earth may be sufficient to keep the bottom of the ice from freezing ; but this cannot apply near the sides, where the ice is shallow, and the freezing of a very small strip on each side would be sufficient to keep the whole mass from descending. Moreover, this cause would apply to masses of snow as much as to ice. But it is known that masses of snow, though lying on steep slopes, do not descend in this way, even in summer, but melt away where they lie.
(5.) According to the theories of Tyndall, Croll, and others, the glacier moves not in the form of ice, but of water. These theories are based on the known fact that the freezing point of ice is lowered by pressure.s Hence it is supposed that certain parts of a glacier are con tinually being exposed to so much pressure that they melt. The water escapes downward, and the pressure being relieved, it freezes again. The continuity of the glacier is further kept up by the process of regelation, according to which two pieces of ice if placed in contact, form into one solid mass.
The advocates of this theory hardly seem to consider how very small the lowering of the freezing point is for any ordinary pressure.
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It is only -0075° per atmosphere. In other words, it will require a pressure of 2,000 lbs. per square inch to liquefy ice at 31° instead of 32°. This is equivalent to the weight of a column of ice about 5,000 feet high. It is needless to ask whether such a pressure can exist within an ordinary glacier, while on the other hand glaciers un doubtedly move at temperatures far below freezing point_in the Arctic regions below zero.
It seems to be generally supposed that the pressure in the lower part of a glacier is due to the steeper upper portions: the glacier channel is spoken of as a mould, through which the ice is forced by pressure from behind. But in the upper glacier, slopes of ice or neve are not uncommon at angles of 30°, or even more. Such slopes usually do not even touch the more level parts of the glacier below them, but are separated from them by a wide, deep crevasse called a Bergschrund. Of this the well-known ice wall of the Strahleck is a conspicuous example. In other cases such slopes do not end in a glacier at all, but die away upon the mountain side. It is certain, therefore, that ice or neve is able to maintain itself at a high angle upon its slope of rocks, and therefore cannot possibly exercise pressure upon the parts of the glacier far in advance of its foot. The fallacy of this idea may be further illustrated by referring, not to modern glaciers, but to those of the Great Ice Age. Can we suppose that the pressure of the snows about the sources of the Rhone was sufficient to drive that glacier down the valley to Martigny, round a sharp angle to the Lake of Geneva, through the bed of that lake, and on to the slopes of the Jura, a distance of more than 100 miles, in which the average slope was about 1 in 200 ; giving a propelling force per ton of ice of about 11 lbs. only F All these theories have this in common, that they regard gravity as the sole and direct agent in the movement of glaciers, and the above considerations seem to prove that it is an agent far too weak for the work it has to do.* The only other agent which has been suggested, or seems likely to be suggested, to account for the motion of glaciers, is heat. This suggestion, as is well known, is due to the late Canon Moseley, F.R.S., and was to some extent worked out by him in papers published in the " Phil. Mag." 1869 and 1870.
The mode of operation, on this theory, is well known. Ice is here considered merely as a solid body, obeying the ordinary laws of expan sion and contraction under differences of temperature. This it is known to do, the coefficient of linear expansion, for 1° F., being * Another evidence against pressure from behind as a cause of motion is furnished by the very small size of many glaciers. Some of these, notably those of the class called c' glaciers remanies," are only a few hundred yards long, and cannot be man feet deep. i)0002856 (Moseley, " Phil. Mag.," January, 1870), which is very high. Vhen a mass of ice, such as a glacier, suffers a rise in temperature, ither through conduction or radiation, it will expand; this expansion nil take place mainly in the direction where movement is easiest, hat is, down the valley. If from any cause the temperature falls, he glacier will again contract; but since the expansion is assisted by gravity whilst the contraction is opposed by it, the latter will be some what less in amount than the former, and when the ice has returned Jo its original temperature its centre of gravity will have moved a i Certain small distance down the valley. By such alternate expansions [ Sind contractions the glacier moves gradually from the top to thei bottom of its course.
That variations of temperature do take place in a glacier cannot fbe doubted, whatever be the condition in which it lies. This granted, >|he fact that it should move in the way described appears to me no more surprising than that the sheets of lead on which Canon Moseley made his well-known experiments did so move ; and that -the motion thus produced is of the character which answers to all the facts of the case, so far as they are at present known, can, I believe, be established.
The controversy occasioned by Canon Moseley's articles was un fortunately terminated by his illness and death, before the matter had been fully cleared up. The main objections urged to his theory were two. The first was that a glacier is not one continuous body (as assumed by Canon Moseley in his mathematical investiga tion), but is broken up into many parts by crevasses. But in the first place, the assumption above mentioned is merely one of convenience, and not in the least necessary to the theory. A detached piece of ice would move in the same way as a glacier, or as the sheet of lead did in Canon Moseley's experiments. Secondly, if a glacier is any where divided in its whole thickness by a crevasse, this is absolutely fatal to the gravitation theories, since there can be no pressure between the portions above and below this division. The only possible explanation of crevasses, on these theories, is that they are due to the glacier bending over a convex part of its bed. In that case the bottom half will be in compression, and only the top half in tension, so that the crevasse cannot possibly extend more than half way through the thickness.
The second objection was that the conductivity of ice is lo w ; hence the effect of the heat would be confined to the layers near the surface, and could not account for the motion of the glacier as a whole. This objection does not seem to be confirmed by careful reflection upon the way in which such forces act. Let us suppose a glacier 100 feet deep, of which each successive foot expands and contracts alike throughout, but adheres with a definite shearing resistance to the layers above and On the Causes o f Glacier-Motion. 213 below. Let there be a rise in temperature, which does not e x t J ll beyond the uppermost 10 feet. This layer will expand, and if v were free would expand to the full amount due to the increase 3 ' temperature. But its lower surface is not free. In expanding it therefore drag the next layer after it, or in other words will cause it 2! expand also. The amount of expansion, however, will not be great, because there will be a certain shearing extension at the plane of division between the two. The second layer will similarly cause an expansion in the third, and so on to the bottom. In consequence the energy which would all have been exerted on the top layer, had that been free, will be distributed over the whole of the layers;' and the extension of the top layers will of course be much smaller than it otherwise would have been. Should the temperature then remain constant, the layers will retain their position, and adapt themselves to the new circumstances. If the temperature falls the layers will contract; but from the now opposing effect of gravity they will not return to their original position. The top layer which has extended furthest will be the furthest below its original position; the second layer next, and so on. If we suppose the layers to be indefinitely thin, we have the condition of things in an actual glacier. The ice in any vertical section will, on the whole, move down^the slope, but the top will move faster than the middle, and the middle than the bottom, •exactly as it is. known to do. The same holds with regard to a hori zontal section. A t the sides the ice will be held back, not only by the friction, but also by the protuberances of the rock, which compel the ice to shear over them. Hence the velocity there will be retarded, and will be less than that in the middle, which is comparatively free. 11 A more important objection remains to be considered, which is this. On the present theory the motion at any point on the surface of a glacier will be not continuous, but oscillatin g alternately downwards and upwards, and the nett distance by which it has descended, say, in a day, will be a mere fraction of the total distance through which it has moved in that period. If so, this alternate motion ought to have been noticed in the various observations which have been made upon glaciers, and this does not appear to have been the case. But, in reply to this, it may be remarked that most of the observations have only given the nett movement of points on the glacier during intervals of a day or more, and therefore would not show the oscilla tions. Again, such observations have always been at points near the end of a glacier. How the variations in temperature of a glacier will be very different at different parts, and the motion of the end of the glacier will, to a great extent, show the average result of these different advances and retreats in different parts of the higher regions. This average result will, of course, be a steady progression down the valley, and the oscillatory movement at the end of the glacier may be so much masked by this as not to be readily observ able. Lastly, it may be suggested as possible that a certain amount >f expansion by heat may have the effect of giving a set to ice, so that t does not return to its original length when brought back to the same emperature. If this be so the oscillations would be much less marked, md at the end of the glacier would probably be indistinguishable.
I may now draw attention to some phenomena of glacier action, vhich are explained by the heat theory, but which do not seem expli-*,able on the gravitation theory.
(1.) It is well known that glaciers, when they emerge from a narrow ,0rge into a comparatively wide valley, spread out into a fan-shape, fhe Rhone glacier is a well-known instance. A still better one is a •small glacier in Norway, mentioned by Professor Sexa, which spreads out to five or six times its previous width. Now the effect of gravity, acting on a mass as a whole, is to carry it in one single direction, that of the steepest slope. The only way in which gravity can produce such a spreading out is by the parts of the glacier shearing over each other in the manner of a viscous solid. But the phenomena of ice cliffs, as mentioned above, show that ice does not spread from this cause, so that the fact seems impossible to explain by gravitation alone. On the heat theory it is, of course, perfectly easy: the expansion and contraction will take place in all directions where there is freedom to move.
(2.) Connected with this phenomenon is that of the longitudinal crevasses seen near the edges of glaciers, and particularly where they spread out in the manner just described. Now on the gravitation theory, as remarked above, the only possible explanation of a crevasse is that the ice is bending over a convex surface, and that its upper part is thus placed in a state of tension, under which it breaks. Since, on the gravitation theory, every part of a glacier is exposed to a severe pressure from behind, this explanation does not fit very well even for transverse crevasses; but to longitudinal crevasses it is clearly inapplicable, since the bottom of a valley is seldom or never convex in the direction of its width. On the heat theory the explanation is simple. We may suppose the heat energy communicated per square foot of surface to be about the same, whether near the middle or 'edge of a glacier. This energy is expended in producing an expansion throughout the whole thickness of the glacier, as described above. Hence the smaller this thickness, the greater will be the amount of expansion, and the greater therefore the nett motion which results. Hence the thinner parts of a glacier will always be tending to tear themselves off from the thicker, and thus longitudinal crevasses will frequently be found.
(3.) The striae which are so marked a feature of glacier-worn rocks become more easily explained on this theory. I have seen such striae, *of up, the whole motion would he downwards. But even if the eracks I mention did not take place, the contraction by cold would pull the ice downhill, not up, whilst the expansion by increase of temperature would tend to push the glacier downhill, so that these opposite actions would produce similar effects in moving the glacier, or such part of it as could be acted upon by external temperature, downwards, j " I may also add that when a crack, however slight, is formed by I contraction, the cold is admitted into the body of the glacier, and increases the contracting power or influences."
On Im pact with a L iqu id Surface. The apparatus previously used* by the author for following the progress of the splash of liquid drops impinging on a solid plate has been improved. The main principle of the method by which succes sive stages are isolated and rendered visible remains the same, viz., instantaneous illumination at any desired stage by means of the primary spark of an induction c o il; but the timing of the illumination is now effected by a timing-sphere let fall simultaneously with the solid or liquid sphere whose impact is to be observed. The timingsphere strikes a plate whose height can be adjusted, and thereby starts the mechanical action which results in the spark.
The time interval between successive stages of the disturbance can be measured to within a few thousandths of a second.
The significant portion of the whole series of changes in most of the splashes observed is comprised within about one-third of a second. 'The impact of both solid and liquid spheres has been studied,, and is illustrated by several series of drawings which accompany the paper.
Milk drops falling into water were found to produce a similar •disturbance to that resulting from the impact of similar water drops, -and were used for the sake of distinguishing the original liquid of the drop from that into which it fell. With a drop about 5 millims. in •diameter, falling from less than 1 metre, an annular rim is raised at the first moment of impact, bounding a hollow which is afterwards •characterised by regularly disposed radial ribs and arms, at the
